
Health Problems

1_______ 2________ 4_______

5________

7__________ 8_______

9________

Match the words to the pictures:

toothache     runny nose     fever    cough    backache   backache   broken 
leg   headache     sore throat    overweight (adj.)    flu   stomachache

10_______ 11________

Conversation

A: What’s wrong?/ What’s the matter?

B: I have a headache/ I am overweight 

A: How did you get a headache?/ Why are you overweight?

B:………………………………………………...

Useful Vocabulary: ate too much,  fell down some stairs,  walked home in the rain,
ate too many sweets ,  caught it from my friend,  lifted some heavy boxes,  shouted
so loudly at the football match, was on the computer all night 

3_______

6________



1 He is a researcher.
He is looking for 
viruses

5

Jobs & people in medicine

2

4

3

7
8 9

Use appropriate  vocabulary from below to answer the question

What do they do?

about each picture above. Write 2 sentences about each picture.

 drugs, pharmacist,test tubes, consult, doctor, nurse, operate, babies, syringe, 
injection, microscope, researcher, viruses, medical technician, slide,
chemist,   veterinarian, examining, chemicals, mixing, mask
surgeon,  pediatrician, patient, cat, 

6



Write short conversations for the pictures

4

1 2

3

What happened to

you?

When’s your

next appointment ?

Can you help me

with some blood 

tests ?

How long have you

been waiting ?

5 

What are you doing 

today?

Everyday Medical Conversations

6

What are you going

to do !?

7

How does that

feel ?

8

What was that?



Label the parts of the skeleton with words from the box!

          head        knee         mouth       nose        eye           hand

      shoulder        leg          toes          fingers       foot         arm



1 I vomit when I ……..

Complete the sentences under the pictures.

2 When I have a fever 
……………...

3 Tears roll down my 
face when…………….

Talking about health & the body

4 When I have an 
accident………………...

5 I have cavities in my 
teeth because……….

6 I have a problem with
my eyelashes when 
they……...

7 I had a bad fall because 
……………….

8 I protect myself against
bacteria by………………...

9 Dehydration is a problem
when …………….

10 I have stomach pain 
because …………... 11 I felt ill because ………..

12 I got diarrhea when
…………….



Label the Body Diagram 

Label the human body diagram using the word list below. 

 

 

 
 
 

ankle 

arm 

belly button 

chest 

chin 

ear 

elbow 

eye 

fingers 

foot 

hand 

head 

heel 

hip 

knee 

leg 

mouth 

nose 

neck 

shin 

shoulder 

thigh 

toes 

waist 

wrist 

 

 



Using needles

1 He is getting an 
____________.

2  She is using a 
___________  to 
_______blood

Match the words to the pictures and the sentences.

injected  biohazard  insulin  needle  shot  addiction  draw 
gloves  infection  reuse  injection  syringe   dose 

immunization

3 This is a
disposable
________
Do not _____it

4 The baby is getting 
a _____ to give it 
___________. 5 Some people

need to be 
__________ with 
_______if they 
have diabetes.

6 Drug ________ is 
a problem in our 
society.

7 Some people 
wear _____ to
protect themselves 
against ______

8 Syringes may be a
___________

9 The nurse is making 
sure she is
using the correct
________
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